Intersection (2013) for live-electronics, live-video and lighting by Marko Ciciliani
Duration: 10 minutes
Intersection (2013) is a work for live-electronics, live-video and lighting.
The piece is performed live using a tablet as the sole interface. The novelty in terms of performance
practice does not lie in the choice of interface but rather in the attempt to use an interface within a fixed
composition, that equally affects the aural as visual aspect of the work.
The visual material consists of two video recordings of an intersection in the center of Zürich that were
recorded in the Summer of 2012. Both recordings have been taken from exactly the same position, one
during daytime, the other during nighttime. This active intersection shows people in transit; as
pedestrians, on bicycles, in cars or public transportation.
In the piece “Intersection” rapid changes between these two recordings and their color-inverted
versions are taking place, creating an illusory impression of the otherwise static image. In a second
section, two zoomed-in images from the same footage of groups of persons form the focus. Here, the
visuals are expanded by the additional use of light fixtures, thereby expanding the visual field.
Because of the perspective of the camera in the recordings (so-called “military-perspective”), issues of
surveillance of public spaces are evoked. This atmosphere is intensified by the use of a chopped up
transmission of police radio that has been used as part of the sonic material.
All sound synthesis is programmed in SuperCollider while the processing of the images has been
realized with the C++ based programming environment OpenFrameworks. The performance is
controlled by a performer on stage, who is controlling sound and visuals with a wireless tablet.
While the video uses prerecorded films, all processes that are applied to it –including the rhythmic
switches between the different source materials – are happening in real time. The same goes for the
electronic part which uses real time synthesis besides a recording of police radio transmissions, that is
serving as a basis for waveset granulation.
At the core of the program lies a pattern-generator that is controlled by the performer. The patterngenerator affects the changes in sound and image, but most of the time various levels of events are
controlled at different pacings. In other words, while all rhythmic changes are happening according to
the pattern-generator, they do not necessarily occur in direct synchronisation with each other. In this
way, changing relationships between visuals and sound in terms of timing are explored during the
course of the piece. Other processes applied in the visuals include contour tracing with OpenCV and
image granulations. The sonic level is primarily making use of additive synthesis and waveset
granulation.
A demo version of “Intersection” is included with this text. It can also be downloaded via:
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/22152930/Intersection.mp4
or be viewed online at:
https://vimeo.com/60149024
Technical requirements:
Stereo speaker setup with subwoofers.
Video projection with screen and VGA connection running to the performance are (or FOH).
Two long XLR cables of approx. 20 meter each.
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